
Wednesday, August 21st 

For black metal enthusiasts who weren’t quite done with this year’s summer festivals, Beyond the 

Gates was a perfect alternative. 2019 marked the eighth time the festival was organised and 

simultaneously the first time the event was stretched to four days (as opposed to three days which 

was the case in previous years). From Wednesday to Saturday, Beyond the Gates delivered not just 

entertainment, but, more importantly, truly unique experiences.  

One of the festival’s highlights were shows at Hulen – cave which formerly served as a bunker and 

which has been used as a concert venue since the sixties. Evening in such unique place began with 

Imha Tarikat’s gig. The German-Turkish duo and their effective, punchy songs were warmly 

welcomed by the enthusiastic crowd. 

Ritual Death were the festival’s biggest discovery for me, as well as a great warm-up before Watain. 

Black metal presented by the horde from Trondheim mercilessly stormed forward and took no 

prisoners. In addition, it was impressive how the band masterfully incorporated subtle piano parts to 

their sinister, heavy material. The artists didn’t forget about visual aspects of the performance as 

their frontman spent the entire show with face and neck hidden behind black shawl, on top of which 

human skull mask was fastened. Whether the skull was authentic or resin was left to the audience’s 

speculations. 

When the show came to an end, the only thing to do was waiting for Watain and the pandemonium 

they were about to spread onstage.  

Candles burning under the inverted cross, severed animals heads splattered in blood and banners 

with wolf emblem – there was no doubt that the Swedish wolf pack has prepared something truly 

outstanding – or, more precisely, out of this world - for their concert in the former bunker. The very 

first song played by Watain that night, Legions of the Black Light, has confirmed it. It was the lengthy 

composition, dedicated to Jon Nödtveidt, which opened the ritual and rightfully so, since this year 

marks the 13th anniversary of suicide which the genius behind Dissection committed.  

The setlist included earlier works of Watain and Walls of Life Ruptured, My First are Him along with 

the irreplaceable On Horns Impaled evoked memories from the darkness of the past.  

Music which truly sounded as if it came from the Underworld captivated the crowd until the final 

song Casus Luciferi, monumental like a demonic cathedral. During the evening’s last composition, 

the otherworldly power was palpable, emanating from the material played by the Uppsala horde. 

Watain ended their rite, leaving behind them ashes onstage and flame in the hearts of their devoted 

fans. 

 

 

Thursday, August 22nd 

The festival required good organization from those who decided to experience more than the 

concerts and wanted to go sightseeing. Bergen provides countless places worth visiting, such as the 

famous Bryggen where Gaahl’s Galleri Fjalar is located, the Fløyen mountain (with a funicular leading 

all the way to its peak) and the icon of Norwegian church burnings, Fantoft stave church. In addition, 

many festival-goers have surely paid a visit at Lille Markeveien 5 and Ibsensgate 45 - two of the 

addresses where Varg Vikernes lived and, of course, to Grieghallen, where Eirik „Pytten” Hundvin 

produced Mayhem, Burzum, Gorgoroth and Emperor albums, to name a few. 



Due to my strolls around the town and hikes in more picturesque parts of Bergen, I arrived a bit late 

to Obliteration’s concert. Despite missing the first songs played by death metal act, I got to see the 

band playing the powerful Goat Skull Crown and Detestation Rite which furiously rushed forward at 

breakneck speed. 

The Icelandic horde Svartidauði did more than great job in promoting their latest 

release, Revelations of the Red Sword. The stage illuminated with bloodred light along with amp-

crushing riffs and tormented growling vocals provided a truly outstanding ambiance to their newest 

material. Still, Svartidauði’s earlier works made an equally strong impression, with the best proof 

being The Perpetual Nothing, resonating in the venue with the force of an earthquake. 

Next up were Behexen. It wouldn’t be an exaggeration to state that the band has possessed the 

crowd, bewitching them with hypnotic music. The vocalist Hoath Torog sang with genuine 

dedication, casting the audience glances of a person completely devoted to his passion. 

After Behexen, seen by many as a curiosity due to their rare performances, the black metal veterans 

of Marduk marched onstage. The artists who can now boast an impressive amount of concerts 

played have delivered a fierce set once again. Mortuus encouraged the fans to chant, scream along 

to the lyrics, raise their fists – in short, to be a part of the performance and raise havoc, bringing the 

most out of the concert experience. Another triumph of the panzer division known as Marduk. 

Mayhem with Demon Anthology show were announced as the evening’s grand finale. 

I have to admit that I was very intrigued after their tours devoted to De Mysteriis Dom Sathanas, 

during which the artists’ stage energy wasn’t too contagious and their interpretation of black metal 

classics live, while undoubtedly a manifestation of talent, was mostly limited to standing onstage 

with grim expression. 

Beyond the Gates, on the other hand, was a chance to see the band from a whole new perspective.  

If the festival-goers weren’t convinced by The Vortex Void of Inhumanity and Ancient Skin, an 

excellent live song To Daimonion pulsating with sinister energy was sure to captivate them for good. 

The effect was crushing and Mayhem’s songs were powerful as strikes – both their newer material 

from releases such as Chimera or Wolf’s Lair Abyss and from timeless classics of De Mysteriis Dom 

Sathanas alike. Voices of approval rising among the crowd left no doubts that Mayhem’s show was 

among the best concerts at Beyond the Gates. If their upcoming album Daemon is going to emanate 

the same fierce energy, it’s high time to count down the days to its release! 

 

 

Friday, August 23rd 

Even though both Wednesday and Thursday kicked off with performances which were proper warm-

ups before headlining shows, early Friday at the festival seemed to lack the thrill a bit.  

Still, Varathron managed to attract quite a lively crowd. Sound of their „southern” and melodic 

Hellenic black metal was met with the audience’s enthusiastic reaction. 

Horisont with their set heavily inspired by the 70s rock were quite a change from the event’s black 

metal ambiance. Their work, much more accessible and upbeat than anything other bands have 

played, would work much better during an early slot on Thursday. After all, Friday was synonymous 

with the crowd’s palpable impatience to see Emperor and Primordial. 



Next on the bill were Arcturus who announced an oldschool set featuring the band’s earliest works. 

Atmospheric black metal interweaved with symphonic influences and thundering drums blended 

with melodic keyboard parts. The instrumentalists did good job, although the same could not be said 

about ICS Vortex. The vocalist lacked stage charisma when, for example, he simply stood on stage 

during longer instrumental passages, looking ahead and seeming to be confused or even slightly lost. 

In addition, ICS Vortex didn’t really rise to the occasion and his voice was not at its best.  

Even though I don’t belong to the enthusiasts of combining heavy music with such symphonic 

influences, many fans watched the gig bouncing in their places and simply having a great time. 

The legendary Emperor conquered the evening as Friday’s headliner, and rightfully so. The band has 

presented a setlist based mostly on the entirety of their second opus, Anthems to the Welkin at 

Dusk, which after more than two years of touring still has an irresistible charm to it and attracts a 

great amount of fans. 

Soon after the stage has become bathed in green light, the artists entered to play the last tunes of Al 

Svartr (The Oath), which swiftly changed to Ye Entrancemperium. Enthusiastic chanting and singing 

could be heard from the crowd, to whom Ihsahn thanked several times. 

The monumental Anthems… played live was one of a kind experience, and after the entire “green 

album”, the tireless artists didn’t forget about encore. The audience heard Curse You All Men! and 

songs such as The Majesty of the Nightsky, I am the Black Wizards and Inno a Satana from the 

band’s debut. Excellent set, during which Emperor once again proved their status as one of the icons 

of black metal scene – and not just because the length of their career. 

Emperor’s majestic set filled with Norwegian darkness at its finest preceded Primordial.  

One can always expect the group lead by Alan „Nemtheanga” Averill to express genuine grief in 

music, lamenting over Ireland’s turbulent (and mostly tragic) fate. The evening was synonymous with 

the crowd’s favourite Where Greater Men Have Fallen or the dramatic As Rome Burns with its 

masterfully built soundscape. Of course Primordial’s set wouldn’t be complete without The Coffin 

Ships, a behemoth lasting nearly ten minutes and focusing, among others, on the topic of the Great 

Famine in nineteenth-century Ireland. 

 

 

Saturday, August 24th 

After the powerful Friday night final, the organiser made sure to kick off Saturday with just as much 

fierceness.  

Necros Christos unleashed their blackened death metal hell onstage and at the same time proved 

that rage emanating from their work isn’t synonymous with monotonous cacophony. The set was 

tight and brutal, and after the tempo slowed down in certain moments, the artists masterfully built 

suspense and came back to their merciless compositions. 

Lucifer’s show, enchanting from the very beginning, was an interlude between black and death metal 

concerts. Classic rock/doom metal (or, as the vocalist herself described it - satanic rock) presented by 

the band stood out in the festival lineup. Tossed among metal’s most extreme genres, the band 

stood out proudly, in the most positive aspect of that word and built hypnotising atmosphere. 

Johanna Sadonis’ phenomenal vocals worked wonders on both melancholic, mysticism-tinged 

compositions with the brilliant example of Faux Pharaoh, and more dynamic songs, such as Anubis.  

A truly fantastic show which left me impatient about Lucifer bringing their magic upon this year’s 

Summer Dying Loud! [Polish festival near Łódź held at the beginning of September] 



The only band at Beyond the Gates to hail from all the way across the Atlantic were Midnight. Their 

unapologetic, wild black’n’roll has instantly absorbed the audience, eagerly headbanging and singing 

(or, more aptly said, screaming) along to the lyrics or joining the havoc in the moshpit.  

Contrasting with frenzy of noise presented by the American group, next up were Candlemass and 

their epic doom metal. Even though in the festival lineup, they were among the bands who have 

been active for the longest time, the Swedish act had no problems with performing with energy 

which much younger bands could boast. 

From the very beginning, The Well of Souls absorbed the listeners like bottomless well, taking the 

audience back into the musical past. Doom metal’s bolder side echoed in the venue with Mirror 

Mirror and from their newest release, the band played monumental, heavy as the beast in its title 

Astorolus – The Great Octopus. Still, it was Solitude which overshadowed the rest of their set. The 

song was such an amazing ending to their concert that I still get chills when I think about it. 

What wasn’t so amazing was the realisation that there is only one more band playing after 

Candlemass. Abbath were the last band to perform, and Calm in Ire (of Hurricane), the first track of 

their newest album, has started their gig as well. Its acoustic intro led into a blizzard of sounds which 

was soon to be unleashed on stage. 

The characteristic cold atmosphere, bold riffs and, of course, Abbath’s stage persona along with 

encouraging the audience to chant, were appreciated by the fans gathered at the concert. 

Still, it was Mia Wallace who stole the show (and my black heart). Pure energy of the band’s live 

bassist was contagious. Long story short – the listeners who were impressed by Outstrider surely 

won’t be disappointed with the upcoming tour featuring Olve and company – especially a tour with 

1349 and Vltimas as supporting acts. 

Beyond the Gates festival doesn’t cease to amaze me in the most positive way. The event reaches far 

beyond concerts and expands to discussion panels, listening sessions, exhibitions – everything which 

creates unique, vibrant atmosphere. In addition, a combination of bands renowned in the metal 

scene and musical acts which many listeners are about to discover is masterful. It provides both top-

shelf performances and musical discoveries alike – for many, such concert revelations might have 

been local bands, who rarely (or not at all) perform outside their native Norway. 

Truth be told, after such an excellent lineup it would be extremely difficult to arrange something 

more for next year. On the other hand, if there’s any festival capable of gathering an equally good 

lineup, it will definitely be Beyond the Gates in 2020. 

 


